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Despite its versatility, many externally imposed constraints limit the choice of its measurement parameters. For example, sample decay, image distortion due to thermal or piezo drift, and limited cryogen hold time all restrict the duration of data collection. Additionally, sensitive samples may place upper bounds on the imaging force. Cantilever quality factor (Q) control has been one popular method for circumventing some of these constraints. Since Q is a measure of the energy dissipated in each oscillation cycle, it is proportional to the transient response time s ¼ Q=ðpf c Þ, where f c is the cantilever resonance frequency. 7 Thus, Q reduction has been used to increase the bandwidth of the AFM for faster imaging in vacuum. [8] [9] [10] [11] Conversely, Q enhancement can improve force sensitivity and reduce the average contact force applied to fragile samples in tapping mode. [12] [13] [14] [15] Phase contrast 16 and force gradient sensitivity 15, 17, 18 may also be increased. Cantilever Q control has previously been achieved via active damping 19, 20 or parametric excitation. 21 Most implementations of Q control are realized by means of "selfexcitation," in which a feedback signal is added directly to the original signal driving the cantilever. Active damping has also been demonstrated using state feedback control 9, 10 and a variety of secondary driving forces such as photothermal forces 19 and radiation pressure. 22 Here, we report a simple capacitive coupling technique that can be used to tune a cantilever's Q by a factor of up to 260, depending on the native Q of the cantilever. We demonstrate this Q control experimentally and describe the dynamics of the system with a point-mass oscillator model, which we show to be consistent with the experimentally observed behavior. Since the effect relies on capacitive coupling between the cantilever and the environment, the only requirement is that the cantilever is conductive and in close proximity to a conductive environment whose voltage V s can be set independently. The method can typically be employed quickly and cheaply, without modifying the AFM head.
An overview of the experimental setup is provided in Fig. 1 . Light from a 1550 nm diode laser (Thorlabs S3FC 1550) enters the system via a single mode optical fiber. This light is partially reflected from the end of the cleaved fiber and partially from the cantilever, leading to an interference signal proportional to the displacement of the cantilever. A balanced photodetector (New Focus 2117) converts the interference signal to a voltage, V optical .
A periodic drive signal V d deforms a "shake" piezo to oscillate the cantilever. We acquire resonance curves by sweeping the drive frequency f d , while recording both the amplitude and phase of the cantilever's motion relative to the drive. We determine the quality factor via Q ¼ pf c =2, where p is the measured slope of the phase versus f d in the linear region centered about f c . Consecutive Q measurements under nominally identical conditions are repeatable to within $5%. We have therefore rounded all reported Q values to the nearest hundred.
To modify Q, we use a commercial amplifier (Stanford Research Systems SR560) to enhance V optical by a unitless gain factor G. We then phase shift the signal by 90 relative to the cantilever displacement via a homebuilt phase shifter. The resulting voltage V c is applied directly to the cantilever. For periodic oscillations, V c is proportional to the velocity of the cantilever, and can be expressed as
is the sensitivity of the interferometer. An additional DC voltage V s is applied to the sample with respect to the cantilever. G and V s may be tuned independently to change Q. We demonstrate reliable Q control using a variety of cantilevers and samples, detailed in Table I . All data shown in the figures were recorded under the following conditions. The AFM was at room temperature in high vacuum ($10 À7 Torr). The sample was a $100 nm thick VO 2 film grown on a highly doped Si substrate. The shake piezo drive amplitude was 0.5 mV peak-to-peak unless otherwise noted. For Figs. 2 and 3 , the cantilever-sample separation was fixed at 1 lm, and results were found to be independent of the lateral position of the cantilever. Understanding the dependence of Q on G and V s requires modeling. Far from the sample, the equation of motion for the cantilever is
where m is the effective mass of the cantilever, z is the displacement normal to the sample surface (see Fig. 1 ), b is the damping coefficient, k is the spring constant, F is the driving force amplitude (proportional to V d ), t is the time, and c dC=dz is the derivative of the cantilever-environment capacitance C with respect to cantilever-sample separation. 23 V s and V c are the voltages applied to the sample and cantilever, respectively.
We ignore a constant term proportional to V 2 s , corresponding to a small, constant shift in the equilibrium displacement of the cantilever.
25 Equation (2) differs from the standard damped, driven oscillator only in the final nonlinear term.
Note that the substitution of g _ z for V c is an approximation. The validity of the approximation is limited by our ability to adjust the phase of V c (610 ), by the frequency response of the phase shifter, and by the possible non-sinusoidal oscillations introduced by the nonlinear term, cg 2 _ z 2 =2. However, we will show that this model describes the measured motion of the cantilever well near the resonance frequency.
In the absence of the nonlinear term,
where f c is the natural resonance frequency of the free cantilever, and we have used f d % f c near resonance.
To investigate the effects of the nonlinear term, we model the motion of the cantilever using MATLAB's built-in ordinary differential equation solver, ODE45, to determine the oscillation amplitude and phase relative to V d from the full Eq. (2) . In analogy to the experiment, Q is extracted from the modeled dependence of the relative phase on the drive frequency in the linear region around resonance. We compare our experimental results with those obtained from the model by investigating the dependence of Q À1 on both V s and G [ Fig. 3 ]. Experimentally, we observe that Q À1 depends linearly on both the amplifier gain and the sample voltage for a large range of Q [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. For Q below about 5000, the precision with which we can determine Q decreases as a result of the weak dependence of both the oscillation amplitude and the phase of the cantilever on f d . This is apparent from the raw data displayed in Fig. 2 . At the high Q end of the range, typically around $150 000, we find that the oscillation can become unstable and self-reinforcing, leading to the continued oscillation of the cantilever at large amplitude even in the absence of the external driving force. In our model, this instability occurs when the damping coefficient, b þ cgV s , becomes negative. Within these limits, our model reproduces the experimentally determined slope of Q À1 to within 25% of the experimental value. This discrepancy in C between model and experiment falls within two standard deviations of the measured model input parameters. There are no free parameters in the model. Most importantly, the model confirms that the non-linear term does not adversely affect our ability to set the value of Q.
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One environment in which Q control may be particularly useful is in high vacuum, where the reduction in air friction damping increases Q, which in turn leads to a larger time constant s. The scan speed is limited by the minimum dwell time s required for the cantilever to adjust to the local environment at each pixel.
In Fig. 4 , we demonstrate the ability to increase scan speed by reducing Q. The data are collected by scanning at a constant height over a VO 2 sample surface while recording the frequency shift. Each image is recorded under identical conditions, including scan height, scan speed, sample bias, and oscillation amplitude. The only difference is that Q ¼ 17 300 in (a), while in (b) we have reduced Q to 5400. In the reduced-Q case, the transient response time of the cantilever is shortened, allowing faster response of the frequency shift to the local environment. For high Q, the slower response time of the cantilever smears the features of the surface. We have also verified that images recorded at the two values of Q become nearly identical if the scan speed is reduced to allow full dwell time s at each pixel. The main features of Fig. 4(b) are retained in these slow scans.
In summary, we demonstrate a reliable method to reversibly control Q in situ via capacitive coupling of the cantilever to the environment. Modeling the behavior of the cantilever, we explain the dependence of Q on the tunable parameters G and V s . The method can be implemented in any system with a conductive cantilever and a conductive sample (or sample mounted on a conductive holder). We can tune Q over a typical range of approximately two orders of magnitude. We confirm that this method of Q reduction may be used to improve the quality of frequency shift images for fast scans.
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We have ignored a constant term proportional to V 2 s , corresponding to a small, constant shift of ∼ 10 −2 nm in the equilibrium displacement of the cantilever. Eq. S1 differs from the standard damped, driven oscillator only in the final nonlinear term.
In order to effectively compare the results obtained from modeling to the experimental results, we require reasonable estimates for the model input parameters. We obtain the values of these parameters using a variety of methods. For example, our measured resonance curve with the cantilever in the native state provides the resonance frequency f c , amplitude at resonance α, and quality factor Q n . We determine η, which is proportional to the capacitive coupling parameter γ, by measuring and fitting the dependence of dc cantilever deflection on V s . The coefficient to the quadratic term in the fit is η = sγ/2k. In Fig. S1 , we show example cantilever deflection data and the corresponding fit. Table SI provides an overview of the values, uncertainties, and methods of obtaining the input parameters to our model, as well as several additional parameters of possible interest.
In the main manuscript we derived the analytic dependence of Q on G and V s in the absence of the nonlinear term, Eq. 3
Using the equations from Table SI for b, m, and γ, we can rewrite Eq. S2 as
From Eq. S3, it becomes clear that in the absence of the nonlinear term, Q depends only on the measured parameters Q n and η, and on the tuned parameters V s and G.
To investigate the exact behavior of the oscillation using computational methods, we cast the full Eq. S1 in a dimensionless form,ÿ = cos (Bτ ) + Cẏ
In this equation,
, and derivatives are taken with respect to the dimensionless time τ = 2πf c t. With this dimensionless equation, we use MATLAB's built in ordinary differential equation solver, ODE45, to model the oscillation of the cantilever as a function of the input parameters, A, B, and C. For each set of inputs, we calculate the steady-state oscillation amplitude of the cantilever and the phase of the oscillation relative to the drive signal. In Fig. S2 , we plot an example of the drive signal and the position of the cantilever for a particular parameter set (A = 4 × 10 −5 , B = 1, C = 2.86 × 10 −10 , corresponding to G = 1 and V s = 1 V). We determine that the oscillation amplitude is 24, 900 (red arrow), and the relative phase between the curves is (0.50 ± 0.01) π (orange arrow).
We simulate a resonance curve measurement by sweeping the normalized frequency B, while holding A and C constant at the same values used to produce Fig. S2 . In Fig. S3 , we show the resonance curve and the associated phase dependence on the drive frequency obtained using the model. We determine the quality factor via Q = pf c /2, where p is the measured slope of the phase versus B in the linear region centered about resonance. From the plots in Fig. S3 , we find Q = 24, 500. FIG. S1. Measured cantilever deflection as a function of Vs, for cantilever A. For each measured value of V optical (blue dot), both V d = 0 and Vc = 0, i.e. there was no time-varying force from either the capacitive coupling or the shake piezo. While V optical is the directly measured quantity, we compute and display cantilever displacement on the right axis, using the measured value of s. The quadratic fit to V optical vs. Vs (red line) is used to determine the coefficient to the second order term, η. We determine Q from a linear fit to the relative phase (shown in red).
